
It is important to assess the accuracy of dimensions taken from the products 

of aerial imagery acquisition to use in research. A high-end commercial 

UAV, Trimble’s UX5 Aerial Imaging Solution, was used to capture imagery 

along the north west coast of Rapa Nui (commonly known as Easter Island, 

Figure 1). The imagery were processed to produce orthomosaics and 

digital surface models (DSMs) for each flight. This project uses 

measurements of 46 ceremonial boat house stones, commonly referred to 

as paenga, to ground truth the spatial resolution of the aerial imagery.

Statistical analysis on the measurements of the ground truthed features 

revealed that the orthoimagery should be used with caution to capture the 

measurement of small distances of only tens of centimeters. The 

orthomosaics are valuable for identifying features and providing base 

images for the GIS. 

In this project, I used UAV derived orthoimagery to identify archaeological 

features including moai and paenga. Measurements from the orthoimagery 

were compared with ground truthed field measurements. Accuracy statistics 

derived from analysis of the paenga measurements (from both field and 

orthoimagery) were used to evaluate the Public Moai Database, a product 

of Zoe Schumacher’s 2013 CSULB master’s thesis. The thesis documented 

Schumacher’s methodology to compile a comprehensive moai database 

using three sources: Britton Shepardson’s 2008 doctoral work on the moai; 

Terry Hunt and Carl Lipo’s inventory of the statues in 2005, and 

Schumacher’s own additions to the database. 

The purpose of this research was to evaluate the ability to use UAV 

derived orthoimagery to measure and record characteristics of 

archaeological features, especially in remote areas. This research provides 

a methodology for evaluating the accuracy of characteristics of certain 

archaeological features, in this case paenga and moai, as captured in the 

orthoimagery. 

The results of the statistical analysis to arrive at the RMSE, MAD, and 

range for absolute difference from measurements gathered in the field 

for the paenga verses captured in ArcMap are shown in Table 3.
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Aerial imagery and ground thruthed data was gathered in Rapa Nui. 

Orthoimagery and DSMs were generated by the author. The moai 

database was produced by Schumacher (2013), and base layers for Rapa 

Nui were obtained from the CSULB Geography Department.

In remote areas such as Rapa Nui where field data collection is difficult 

not only because of the remoteness of the location but also because of 

limited access to archaeological features, UAV orthoimagery can be 

invaluable in identifying features, recording their characteristics, and 

providing a baseline for longitudinal reconnaissance that can assist in 

their preservation. The results of this project are significant to 

investigators that are using aerial imagery captured by UAVs for data 

collection because it gives an accurate assessment of the spatial 

resolution of the orthoimagery. Investigators can use the results from the 

analysis of Flight 9 to decide if the spatial resolution of the 

orthoimagery is sufficient enough for their data collection purposes, 

keeping in mind the differences fluctuating flight altitudes have on the 

spatial resolution.  The methodology used in this project is repeatable 

and fairly simple to arrive at the actual spatial resolution of other 

orthoimages. This project met its goal to quantify the accuracy of UAV 

derived measurements of archaeological features using the 

orthoimagery.

Table 4 (above).  Moai 15-7-HL-M feature measurements (in cm) from Flight 9 

orthomosaic in comparison with recorded values from Shepardson’s 2008 dissertation as 

reported in Schumacher’s moai database. 

Figure 4 (above). 

Moai 15-7-HL-M in 

Flight 9 orthomosaic, 

as viewed in ArcMap 

at 1:30 map units 

scale. 

Figure 2. Visual 

chart of the 

methodology.
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Discussion

Imagery was collected using the UX5. Twelve flights covered about nine 

square kilometres of land and produced 9,606 images. Forty-six paenga 

were measured at the site of Tepeu, their length and width captured, 

along with a GPS point to serve as ground truthed features for assessing 

the spatial resolution of the aerial imagery (Figure 3). 

The imagery was processed using PhotoScan and Pix4D to produce an 

orthomosaic and DSM for each flight (Figures 5 and 6). The 

measurements of length and width of the paenga were captured in 

ArcMap. Ten iterations were performed for each measurement on the 

orthomosaic for Flight 9 using the measure tool. 

The results of the measurements from the orthomosaic were compared to 

the field measurements using statistical analyses conducted in Excel. The 

root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute difference (MAD) are 

accuracy statistics commonly used to compare predicted values with 

observed values in the field. The range of absolute difference was also 

calculated.

Additionally, various features of 12 moai visible in Flight 9 of the 

January 2016 expedition were measured. These measurements were 

used to enrich the attributes contained in Schumacher’s moai database. 

For example, the length and widths of these moai were obtained from 

the UAV orthoimagery and added to the database where they were 

missing. Additionally, facial features recorded in Shepardson’s database 

were partially missing for one of the moai and were added using the 

orthomosaic of Flight 9 and the measure tool in ArcMap. Discrepancies 

were evident between the locations of these moai visible in the 

orthoimagery, and the same locations from the moai database. The UAV 

orthoimagery is deemed more accurate, and thus was used to improve 

the location of these features. 

Figure 3. Ground thruthed features location map. 

Timeline

The accuracy statistics provide a quantitative measure of the reliability 

of UAV derived measurements of both paenga stones and moai. 

Measurements of small dimensions, such as the width of the paenga, 

were less accurate than measurements of larger aspects of the same 

feature, such as the length of these stones. This can be attributed to 

many factors. Observer bias may influence how one perceives which 

pixels belong to a feature and which are part of the background. A 

scale of 1:30 map units was used to view the paenga when they were 

being measured. This scale was chosen because it was appropriate for 

the size of the paenga and they did not look pixelated on the screen. 

Thus the scale for measuring is feature dependent. One scale is not 

appropriate among all features that will be gathered in the same 

orthoimagery and study area. The UAV orthoimagery proved useful in 

not only improving the location of moai, but also in identifying 

characteristics of these features, such as nose width, head length and 

eye socket width (Figure 4). 

Furthermore, the accuracy statistics provide a qualitative measurement 

that can be extrapolated to other paenga stones, not physically 

measured in the field, yet contained in the imagery, as well as other 

imagery collected using the same flight parameters. Features that are 

physically larger than the paenga and visible in the orthoimagery can 

be measured. The accuracy statistics associated with the paenga 

measurements can be applied to these measurements.  

Dataset Source

Orthomosaics
CSULB field work in Rapa Nui, Jan 2016

Personally generated

DSMs
CSULB field work in Rapa Nui, Jan 2016

Personally generated

Moai Shapefiles Zoe Schumacher; CSULB Geography Department

Rapa Nui Base Layers (polygon feature 

classes for elevation, cultural, and political 

boundaries)

CSULB Geography Department

Paenga Photos
CSULB field work in Rapa Nui, Jan 2016

Personally collected

Paenga Points Personally created

Month Task

December 2015 Review of literature and previous investigation(s) on Rapa Nui by CSULB students and faculty.

January 2016 Trip to Rapa Nui for aerial imagery acquisition.

February 2016 Imagery processed in PhotoScan and Pix4D to produce orthomosaics and DSMs.

March 2016 Finalized project scope. Continued research in the literature for Rapa Nui.

April 2016 Measured paenga in ArcMap.

May 2016 CalGIS presentation on imagery acquisition and processing.

June 2016
Statistical analysis in Excel to arrive at RMSE, MAD, and range of absolute difference between 

values captured in the field and values from the orthoimagery in ArcMap.

July 2016 Application of findings to the moai database. Wrote applied research project (RPA) sections. 

August 2016 Realized the significance of the findings and completed the (RPA) and poster. 

Table 1. List of data and data sources used in the project

Using the orthomosaic from Flight 9, 

the measurements of length and 

width for 11 moai were added to 

Schumacher’s database. Five of the 

moai were supine but only one moai, 

15-7-HL-M, had enough visible 

detail to capture measurement for 

facial features. These measurements 

were added to the moai database.

Attribute Orthomosaic Shepardson
Absolute 

Difference

Nose width 39.5 56 16.5

Face length 113.9 Missing -

Forehead length 21.2 15 6.2

Face width at ears 103.9 113 9.1

Right eye width 32.3 35 2.7

Left eye width 37.7 39 1.3

Distance between eyes 24.4 Missing -

Face width at nose 104.6 102 2.6

Left ear length 43.4 Missing -

Head width at top 106.4 104 2.4

Length Width

RMSE 5.97 cm 9.91 cm

MAD 4.76 cm 8.74 cm

Range of  absolute difference .3 to 19.6 cm .4 to 18.1 cm

Figure 5 and Figure 6. Orthomosaic of Flight 9 (left). DSM of Flight 9 (right). 

Figure 1. Location of 

Flight 9 on map of moai 

locations. Moai data from 

Schumacher's Public Moai 

Database and modified by 

author. 

Flight 9 Project Area

Table 3. Results of the statistical analysis.


